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Smart Management System using RFID to
Control Traffic & Vehical Parking
Vijayan T, Sridhar Raja D, Kalaiselvi B

Abstract In India Traffic issues are multiplied each year
because of increment in populace. This paper relies upon traffic
and stopping the executives frameworks utilizing RFID
innovation. RFID is put in vehicle and full database of vehicle and
proprietor subtleties is put away. RFID peruser is set in all the
traffic signals, Toll Gates and Parking regions, in view of the got
information the traffic signal, toll expense and stopping space is
overseen. In the event that any petty criminal offense like
inappropriate protection, smoke test status or vehicle robbery is
distinguished, the update sheet is made.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In this quick, present day world we are confronting number of
vehicle related issues. Here we attempted to take care of one
such sort of issue utilizing new RFID innovation. We have
taken traffic signal administration, vehicle smoke test,
protection examination, toll the executives and leaving
opening administration in this exploration.

providers to supply RFID-engaged shipments by January
2005 espite the way that the essential concern story of that
sending still can't seem to surface, it appears to reinforce the
certain improvement of stock after and creation arrange
organization toward RFID.
Addressing these inquiries will give an authoritative structure
to RFID execution from both the specialized and business
viewpoints.
II.

TECHNICAL OVERVIEW

RFID names fall into two general classes, dynamic and
reserved, dependent upon their wellspring of electrical power.
Dynamic RFID marks contain their own specific power
source, when in doubt an on-board battery. Inert names get
control from the indication of an outside peruser. RFID
perusers furthermore come in powerful and uninvolved
varieties, dependent upon the kind of mark they read.

One SEMI uninvolved RFID tag is put in vehicle put away
with proprietor data, RC book, protection subtleties,
administration subtleties and so on to send vehicle ID to
traffic data database. [1],[3],[5]
. If vehicle security isn't restored in time, the action police will
be frightened by blare sound or voice message.
The stopping space is overseen in the comparative manner.
The vehicle tag is perused by leaving peruser and based that
opening is declared and bill sum is created when the vehicle is
going out. The toll is robotized by a similar chief utilizing
RFID peruser. [2 ],[4],[6]
RFID: Radio recurrence distinguishing proof (RFID) has
been around for a significant timeframe. Similarly starting
late, then again, has the converging of lower cost and
extended limits caused associations to research what RFID
can achieve for them.
A vital push came while retailing beast Wal-Mart radically
proclaimed that it would require its fundamental 100

.
Fig.1,Block diagram

A. Design:
Here we have two areas of equipment. One is vehicle semi
uninvolved RFID label segment and another is peruser and
installed module put in rush hour gridlock signal, toll door
and leaving region. [7],[9] ,[11]
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B. Vehicle Section:
In this segment semi uninvolved RFID tag is utilized. Semi
inactive GAO 137005-9-P tag is utilized in our application.
Its inclusion is 6M and 57 bytes of memory and 915 MHz go.
The vehicles Insurance, RC Book, Owner subtleties, Smoke
test data's are put away in this tag. [8],[10] ,[12]

vehicle data to the framework dependent on that opening is
assigned and bill counter is begun. While takeoff the
framework peruses the vehicle and creates the bill. Practically
comparable way the toll entryway is mechanized.

C. Embedded Module:
This is heart of the venture module. Here we have RFID
peruser, microcontroller, computerized show, sound caution
and vehicle speed estimating meter centered towards vehicles.
The RFID peruser is associated with sequential port of the
microcontroller. It peruses Vehicles RFID label information
and showcases it through presentation unit. The sound
framework is utilized to declare the issues in the vehicle. The
vehicle over speed pointer checks speed infringement. [13],
[15] ,[17]

Fig 2:Rfid Tag

III. IMPLEMENTATION
The equipment is mostly focused on microcontroller
implanted module advancement. Here we have utilized
Atmel89c51
microcontroller
and
PIC16F877A
microcontroller as a controlling gadget. In this inserted board
RFID peruser, Display Unit, Stepper engines and Audio Unit
(Speaker and intensifier) are interfaced with microcontroller.
At whatever point the vehicle go over the traffic
signal the vehicle information is transmitted through RFID
tag. On the off chance that guess vehicle isn't protected or not
reestablished or inappropriate smoke test status that will be
sent to the installed module through RFID peruser. At that
point the presentation framework and sound framework
educates the cop to do the activity. [14],[16], [18]
The police may record the charge sheet on the
vehicle generally can be sent to the vehicle proprietor. To
checkup the over speed the optical reflector sensor meter is
utilized with RFID peruser by which we can at the same time
check the over speed and other petty criminal offense issues.
We can likewise deal with the blockage utilizing in this idea.
In our customary rush hour gridlock control framework we
are following time division the board idea.
That is empowering of sign a specific way depends
on schedule. It doesn't consider the traffic thickness a specific
way. At some point traffic might be high specifically bearing
yet sign might be enacted some other way because of time
inclination. [19],[21], [20],
Utilizing our framework we can give answer for this.
Traffic is overseen astutely in this mode. The vehicle
thickness a specific way is perused by RFID peruser and
dependent on this the sign empowered. That is the sign need is
chosen by traffic thickness. The more traffic region is given
first need. By this we can likewise oversee traffic issue.
The stopping space the executives is done through
programmed recognizable proof. At whatever point the
vehicle is entered enter in to the leaving, the peruser gives
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Fig3,4: schematic structure
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IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this undertaking we planned traffic the executives,
stopping opening administration and toll the board framework
utilizing most recent RFID Technology. These days we are
utilizing N no of vehicle the board frameworks however here
we proposed an advanced arrangement utilizing RFID
innovation. It reports practically all the petty criminal offense
related issues. In created nations are widlely utilized RFID,
GPS and GSM advancements for traffic the executives. Yet,
in India we don't actualized any mechanized framework for
vehicle the board because of financial status. Remembering
this we have proposed this framework with ease. Our future
work is to structure a mishap control with optical sensors and
RFID sensors. We intended to control the increasing speed
and break framework dependent on information's gotten from
sensors.
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